The disease caused by Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) is associated with significant mortality and morbidity, including pulmonary and cardiac adverse sequelae.\textsuperscript{1-3} It began in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan, and quickly became a pandemic, declared by the World Health Organization (WHO) on March 11 of 2019.\textsuperscript{4} By early September 2020, more than 28 million patients have been confirmed infected by COVID-19 in more than 200 countries.\textsuperscript{3}

Infection by COVID-19 can develop with severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2), acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), neurological, cardiac and vascular manifestations being not unusual, and are associated with increased mortality.\textsuperscript{1,4-6} The pattern of COVID-19 infection and its late sequelae has its pathogenesis only partially elucidated.\textsuperscript{1,5}

Most individuals infected with COVID-19 will be either asymptomatic or will have mild to moderate symptoms\textsuperscript{1,5}. The highest mortality rates are observed in patients over 60 years old and with comorbidities, especially cardiovascular diseases, obesity, and diabetes. Patients with worst outcomes also had high serum levels of ultra-sensitive troponin (Tus) and other inflammatory markers, such as interleukin 6 and ferritin.\textsuperscript{1-5,7}

Notably, the lungs are the main organs involved by COVID-19, and angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is part of the virus pathway into the lung cell. ACE2 is not only found in the lungs, but also in several other organs, including the heart, the endothelium of the cardiovascular system, the small intestine and the nervous system.\textsuperscript{1,3,4,7} The inflammatory response described as “cytokine storm” seems to be responsible for ARDS, vascular/endothelial inflammation, myocarditis, and related events such as arrhythmias, ventricular dysfunction, and sudden death.

Based on Chinese data, cardiac injury appears to be a relevant feature of the disease, occurring in 20 to 30% of hospitalized patients and contributing to 40% of deaths. Cardiovascular complications have been described, such as: myocardial injury (20%), arrhythmias (16%), myocarditis (10%), acute heart failure (HF) and shock (up to 5% of cases), sometimes with a dysfunction similar to Takotsubo’s disease. These data may vary depending on the authors.\textsuperscript{1-5,7}

Specific Complications in the Organs and Influences in Athletes

Lungs

Lungs are the organs most frequently involved by COVID-19. Pneumonia affects about 20% of those tested positive in China, 14% with severe or critical forms of pneumonia, characterized by pulmonary infiltration affecting more than 50% of the lungs with important hypoxia.\textsuperscript{1,5}

During SARS outbreak in 2002-2003, affected patients showed pulmonary restriction, with reduced pulmonary diffusion capacity and functional capacity for at least 2 years of follow-up.\textsuperscript{1,5} Recently, in a case report from the University of Innsbruck, six divers also developed severe pulmonary changes after being affected by COVID-19.\textsuperscript{5}

It is noteworthy that, in athletes, even small reductions in ventilatory capacity and pulmonary diffusion might affect performance.\textsuperscript{5} Exercise capacity would be limited due to changes in pulmonary diffusion, which may...
trigger pulmonary arterial hypertension, right heart overload and, in the long-term, cor pulmonale.\textsuperscript{1,5}

Nieß et al.,\textsuperscript{5} recommend that spirometry should be performed on those athletes with a history of pulmonary involvement due to COVID-19 infection, as it may allow, and better elucidate functional changes.\textsuperscript{5} When available, preliminary findings in spirometry, performed during annual assessments, could be comparatively used to help analyze these sequelae.

Some authors recommend non-invasive capillary observation of arterial oxygen saturation, by pulse oximetry along with exercise test (ET) or cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET).\textsuperscript{5} CPET associate’s variables allow a better demonstration of a possible pulmonary limitation to exercise: respiratory equivalents, the slope of the VE/VCO\textsubscript{2} ratio, in addition to the drop in SatO\textsubscript{2}. In the case of identified alterations compatible with a pulmonary limitation, we should deepen this functional assessment by testing the diffusing capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide (DLCO) and possible imaging exams.\textsuperscript{5}

**Cardiovascular System**

Recognizing a possible myocardial involvement during COVID-19 infection is of cardinal importance for athletes. Myocarditis is one of the main causes of sudden death in athletes under 35 years old,\textsuperscript{8,9} with viral myocarditis emerging after viruses with respiratory and/or gastrointestinal involvement.\textsuperscript{6,8,9} Of patients with the severe form of COVID-19, 15% to 31%, had an increase in Tus during hospitalization, which could indicate cardiac involvement and myocardial injury,\textsuperscript{1-4,7} and might be related to their prognosis.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Cardiac involvement is demonstrated by increased Tus levels, electrocardiographic (ECG) and echocardiographic (ECO) changes, mentioned in more than 22% of hospitalized patients with COVID-19, compared to 1% of patients with other viruses.\textsuperscript{10}

Different Factors are Related to Myocardial Damage and Can be Dummarized in Chart 1.\textsuperscript{7}

Cardiac involvement is best demonstrated by cardiac nuclear magnetic resonance (MRI), which allows the identification of edema, fibrosis and contractile dysfunction.\textsuperscript{1,3,4,7} The question that remains open is whether there is a risk of myocardial involvement in mild and moderate forms or even in asymptomatic.\textsuperscript{5,11} Nieß et al. mention the occurrence of severe myocarditis in the convalescence phase as well as cases of sudden death in patients infected by COVID-19 with home treatment.\textsuperscript{5}

**The Athlete Facing the Pandemic**

Engaging in some type of physical activity is an important component of a health promotion program and is recommended to be done by all those who are isolated at home.\textsuperscript{11,13}
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**SARS-CoV-2 infection**

Direct injury mediated by ACE2
- High affinity to ACE2
- Reduced ACE2 expression
- Deregulated RAAS

Hypoxia-induced myocardial injury
- Oxidative stress
- Cellular acidosis
- Mitochondrial injury

Microwave heart injury
- Hypoperfusion
- Hypopertusion
- Angioplast
- Hypocoagulability

Systemic inflammatory response syndrome
- Cytokine storm
- Deregulated immune cells
- Uncontrolled inflammation

**Acute Heart Injury**

\textsuperscript{ACE2} – angiotensin-converting enzyme receptor 2; Covid-19 – name of the disease caused by coronavirus 2; SARS-CoV2 – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2; RAAS – renin angiotensin aldosterone system.

There is no specific data available on prevalence, nature and behavior of the disease associated with COVID-19 in the athlete.\textsuperscript{5,6,11} The increasing reports about pulmonary and cardiac involvement, in mild to moderate clinical forms\textsuperscript{2}, points out the need for a new health policy in relation to athletes, for both recreational and professionals sports. A new challenge arises in determining when and how the athletes infected with COVID-19, especially those who had the disease and recovered, will have medical clearance to return to training and competing.\textsuperscript{2,5,6,10,11}

Existing epidemiological and clinical data are scarce to safely guide this process. Notably, the numbers of asymptomatic cases in the community, the prevalence of cardiac injury in non-hospitalized individuals and the long-term evolution of those who have had proven cardiac involvement, all of these questions are still unanswered.\textsuperscript{10}

In this pandemic, the athlete theme, with its specific particularities, is pertinent. It includes concerns about continuing training, risk of transmission between team members, and the potential deleterious effect of vigorous exercise increasing susceptibility to COVID-19 infection.\textsuperscript{10,11,13}

Intense training, with or without a sudden increase in intensity, are associated with transient immune changes, elevation of systemic inflammatory markers, oxidative stress and muscle damage.\textsuperscript{11} A potential increase in the risk of falling ill during periods of high training load is a reality.\textsuperscript{2,6,11,13} The transmission of COVID-19 is facilitated in several training scenarios, such as: in group sports, contact sports, not obeying the distancing rule, sharing equipment, not following universal rules of personal hygiene, in addition to the use of collective changing rooms.

Athletes often present with non-specific symptoms, like fatigue, asthenia, reduced performance, myalgia and disproportionate tachycardia at rest. The last might be blurred by a mix of differential diagnosis in this population such as overtraining syndrome, anxiety and depression. In such way, the diagnosis of an infection, or even cardiac involvement due to COVID-19, will not be suspected. Thus, additional diagnostic and therapeutic measures might be delayed and neglected.\textsuperscript{6}

COVID-19 cardiac injury can have long-term repercussions, and we can underestimate it if we only define it by the increase in Tus. In those athletes with mild symptoms, cardiac injury should always be ruled out, and even in those with abnormal baseline exams, the diagnosis cannot be given with certainty. Some of the changes in the ECG, for example, may be the consequences of adaptations to prolonged training, as well as transient elevations of creatine phosphokinase and Tus, which may occur due to the acute effect of a high-volume session or training intensity.\textsuperscript{6}

Another observation is that the typical presentation of a suspected myocarditis differs from the scenario observed in a COVID-19 hospitalized patient compare to an athlete with mild symptoms of the disease. Athletes are extremely sensitive to changes in their health status with reduced performance. Attention must be given to prolonged recovery time to training stimuli, dyspnea and/or fatigue disproportionate to the effort performed, as well as greater myalgia triggered by training, all may represent unspecific symptoms of COVID-19 infection.\textsuperscript{6}

Possible pulmonary sequelae, even if without clinical significance for everyday life, can be highly relevant for those who participate in competitive sports, which imposes high training loads, and cannot rule out damaging effects that may occur in their performance. The prolonged convalescence process itself with persistent symptoms of fatigue, asthenia, myalgia certainly decreases physical performance after an infection by COVID-19.\textsuperscript{5,10,11}

**Recommendations to Return to Training**

The recommendations to return to training after an airway infection were that those with signs and symptoms of infection restricted to the upper airways (nasal congestion, runny nose), should not be removed from training\textsuperscript{11}. The scientific evidence for this recommendation was weak, and the potential risk of developing complications as myocardial damage due to vigorous training was known.

Currently, for COVID-19 viruses, recommendation for the return to training, even with only upper airway symptoms, is to prolong the period of absence and use more conservative return strategies (10 to 14 days after symptom onset plus 7 to 14 days of symptom absence).\textsuperscript{5,10,11}

Due to the great variability in the severity of Covid-19 infection, variation in the scope of evaluation also seems logical in the evaluation to return to play a competitive sport with the intensity of training that it usually requires.\textsuperscript{2,5,6,10,11}

Some societies and institutions (American College of Cardiology's Sports & Exercise Cardiology Council,
International Olympic Committee) started to provide guidance, based on expert opinions, regarding the return of athletes to competitive practice.\textsuperscript{5,6,10,11}

**Recommendations for Screening Athletes in Post-COVID-19**

The categorizations are based on the clinical signs and symptoms obtained initially through an anamnesis and physical exam, associated with the clinical findings on pulmonary, cardiovascular and neuromuscular system involvement, in addition to the results of the screening tests. Recommendations based on algorithms must be individualized and adapted with respect to the individual course of the disease, the use or not of therapies, such as hydroxychloroquine that prolongs QTc interval, and additional diagnostic measures required.\textsuperscript{2,5,6,10,11}

The definition of the onset of typical symptoms of the disease must be performed to estimate the time of medical clearance to return training, in addition to basic and specific laboratory tests, these depending on the involvement of each case.

Nieß et al.\textsuperscript{5} proposed a categorization of patients shown in Table 1. These recommendations may be valid for today and only for a short period in the light of the development of new knowledge, and may need to be reviewed.\textsuperscript{5,6,10,11}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorization</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - Positive tests for COVID-19, but no signs and symptoms of infection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Positive tests and patient with signs and symptoms of the disease, such as: fever with temperature above 37.8, dry cough, myalgia, headache, loss of smell and/or taste etc., but without confirmed pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C – COVID-19 infection with confirmed pneumonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D – COVID-19 infection with suspected or confirmed myocarditis with or without pulmonary involvement and with or without other symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Laboratory analysis**

Complete blood count, US C-Reactive Protein (PCR), transaminases, creatine phosphokinase (CPK), urea, creatinine, blood glucose, urinalysis.

Depending on the clinical history data, physical examination and the above results: ferritin, troponin, D-dimer, interleukin 6, procalcitonin, nasal swab and oropharynx RT-PCR, antibody search for COVID-19 (IgM, IgA, IgG)

**Our Recommendation**

After considering the recommendations for evaluating athletes from different authors,\textsuperscript{2,5,6,10,11} we make the following suggestions.

All athletes returning to training and presenting to the medical department, must undergo a clinical history and a physical examination, highlighting the search for compatible signs and symptoms of COVID-19 infection. In case of a positive history, characterize the onset of symptoms, its evolution, tests performed, hospitalization and when asymptomatic. This way, we can see ourselves in different situations (Chart 2).

I - Asymptomatic and negative tests

Asymptomatic athletes, with no reported disease. In addition to anamnesis and physical examination, routine biochemical tests, and baseline ECG. All athletes should be tested for antigen and antibodies for COVID-19. If all negative for COVID-19 (RT-
PCR-, IgM-, IgA-, IgG-), the athlete will be allowed to return to training, without additional specific evaluation.  

II - Asymptomatic with positive tests  

II a) Asymptomatic with positive tests for active infection  

Asymptomatic patients, but with positive tests showing active infection (RT-PCR+, IgM+, IgA+, IgG+), must stay at home following the strict rules of home isolation and without training, for at least two weeks. The duration of the disease is shown to be critical to the patient’s clinical outcome, with an increased risk of deterioration after the first week of symptom onset. Therefore, it is recommended to follow closely after the onset of the first symptoms and to establish marks in this evolution and recommendations.

After two weeks of observation, if they remain asymptomatic, they should be reassessed by the medical department for prior evaluation, in addition to have their clinical evolution monitored for another two weeks, plus another evaluation before slowly returning to training.  

This group of athletes represents, by the current data, a great unknown. Due to reports of cardiac and pulmonary involvement, even in asymptomatic patients, our opinion, and agreeing with some reviewed authors, is that, in addition to the anamnesis, physical examination, blood routine, resting ECG, Tus and an ET/CPET should be added, with additional investigation if in the presence of altered exams.

II b) Asymptomatic athletes, but positive tests for previous infection  

In asymptomatic athletes who detect previous infection, only with IgG + and the other negative tests (RT-PCR-, IgM-, IgA-, IgG+), an assessment like those in group II a who are returning after the isolation period is recommended. In these
two populations, the clinical examination, ECG, and additional stress tests (ET/CPET), should be performed, especially if they demonstrate clinical signs of cardiopulmonary symptoms and/or changes in the resting ECG and stress tests.10

III - Athletes who had symptomatic disease and positive test for previous disease

In those symptomatic athletes and tested positive for previous disease (RT-PCR-, IgM-, IgA-, IgG+), with or without pulmonary involvement, but without the severe form of the disease, in the pre-return assessment, in addition to clinical history, physical examination and ECG, routine biochemical and an ET or, preferably, a CPET associated with SatO₂. Depending on the clinical findings and the results of these tests, associate biochemical markers of injury and cardiac dysfunction (Tus, natriuretic peptide type B (BNP), inactive N-terminal proBNP (NT-proBNP)) and an echocardiogram (ECO). We also recommend a baseline control spirometry and a 24 h Holter.5,10

Athletes with a history of illness in the most severe forms portray a high-risk population. Although we know that myocarditis is not present in the majority of patients hospitalized by COVID-19, it is recommended to evaluate these patients thinking as if they had had it, and to follow the recommendations for complete evaluation for myocarditis in the pre-participation evaluation.10

If the biochemical markers of injury and dysfunction (Tus, BNP, NT-proBNP), ECG and ECO are normal, it is recommended at least 2 to 4 weeks after the symptoms cease of relative rest. They will then undergo a careful cardiac clinical reassessment, prior examinations and a CPET should be repeated before resuming gradual training.8,10

If evidence of myocardial involvement is found, along with high levels of Tus, BNP, NT-proBNP and complemented by the findings on physical examination, an MRI should be performed.3,5

IV) Suspected and/or confirmed cases of myocarditis

In a suspected and/or confirmed case of myocarditis, we must follow the existing guidelines in relation to this entity while providing full medical clearance to return to sport.5,9

Myocarditis due to viral aggression can lead to dysfunction, arrhythmias, and death. During the acute phase, the practice of exercise can result in accelerating viral replication, increasing the inflammatory component and cellular necrosis, and providing a pro arrhythmic substrate.10

Returning to sports after myocarditis is based on the normalization of inflammation and dysfunction biomarkers, myocardial function, and absence of resting and/or stress-induced arrhythmias.8,10 A new risk stratification will take place from 3 to 6 months of withdrawal from their sports activities according to the clinical follow-up and complementary exams (biochemical markers of injury and myocardial dysfunction, ECO, ET/CPET, 24 h Holter and MRI).5,8,10

The prognosis, for myocarditis for other viruses, is generally favorable in those with acute myocarditis, with normalization of ventricular function, and absence of fibrosis areas on MRI, however, we still do not know the long-term prognosis of COVID-19 myocarditis. We must keep in mind that athletes who developed cardiovascular complications due to COVID-19 infection may have late manifestations, e.g., arrhythmias, and deserve to have a long-term follow-up.

Data on athletes who have recovered from COVID-19 infection will be of the utmost importance. To optimize the counseling and treatment of future cases, prospective data should be collected in this current pandemic.
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